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Short Description

Sharing the same stock mATX Prodigy chassis with some additional shell work, the Phenom is a clean looking
addition to the range of cases already offered by Bitfenix. But as usual, we've given it a facelift as well as
giving it....Phenom-inal airflow!

Description

Uh oh, we're at it again!

Sharing the same stock mATX Prodigy chassis with some additional shell work, the Phenom is a clean looking
addition to the range of cases already offered by Bitfenix. But as usual, we've given it a facelift as well as
giving it....Phenom-inal airflow!

The readily-obvious modification is the custom front fascia. The incorporated modders-mesh behind
everything adds another layer of coolness to it and completes the look. Now the PSU and system proper will
benefit from an increase in airflow through the case while giving the whole case a more interesting and
aggressive look to it.

Grab yourself a Bitfenix Phenom High Airflow Edition and enjoy the Phenom-inal airflow!

Features

Clean and Modern Styling

Phenom was engineered to be a sleek modern cube design that fits in any environment. Mesh accents on the sides strikingly
compliment the clean and uncluttered top, front, and side panels, while the high-gloss BitFenix logo in front provides a perfect
contrast to the luxuriously soft matte finish of the SofTouch� Surface Treatment. These elements combine with the subtle
contours of the panels to form a timeless design ideal for a modern décor.
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Superb Flexibility

Tiny but mighty, Phenom Mini-ITX delivers an exceedingly flexible interior. Remove the included FlexCage� and install a long
graphics card up to 330mm in length. Thick radiators up to 240mm can be installed up top, and if you need more water cooling,
radiators can be installed in front as well. Those who prefer air cooling will be pleased to see that tall CPU coolers up to 175mm
can be mounted with no fuss. When it comes to hardware compatibility, Phenom is truly phenomenal.

Tremendous Storage Potential

With room for up to six 3.5" HDDs or eleven 2.5" SSDs, Phenom Mini-ITX offers a tremendous amount of storage capacity, making
it an ideal candidate for your media server or NAS box.

The Choice Is Yours

Like every system, every environment is also unique. Phenom comes in both mini ITX and micro ATX models, each with both
Midnight Black and Arctic White color options.
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Easy to Build

Endlessly fidgeting with hardware to get your system running is no fun, which is why Phenom Mini-ITX offers multiple features to
make the build process as easy as possible. Tool-free drive locking mechanisms make installing disks a breeze, while zones for
cable management ensure a tidy build. Filtered intakes keep airborne dust on the outside, and a squeeze-to-release FlexCage�
quickly enables room for long graphics cards.

High-Speed USB 3.0 Connectivity

Media files are constantly increasing in size. With two high speed USB 3.0 ports, you'll be able to transfer files to Phenom Mini-ITX
at speeds up to ten times that of USB 2.0.

BitFenix Quality

Phenom is packed with small touches that make using and owning a BitFenix chassis an experience. From the slick powder coated
interior, to the rolled-edge cable pass-throughs and quick-release dust filters, Phenom embodies the BitFenix experience through
and through.
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Specifications

Materials Steel, Plastic, SofTouch�

Colors (Int/Ext) Black/Black, White/White

Dimensions (WxHxD) 250 x 330 x 374mm

Motherboard Sizes Mini-ITX

3.5� Drive Bays x 6 (5 + 1 using included adapter)

2.5� Drive Bays x 11 (5 + 2 + 2 + 1 + 1 using included adapter)

Cooling Top 120mm x 2 (optional)

Cooling Front 120mm x 2 (1 included) or 140/180/200/230mm x 1 (optional)

Cooling Rear 120mm x 1 (included) or 140mm x 1 (optional)

PCI Slots x 2

I/O USB 3.0 x 2, HD Audio

Power Supply PS2 ATX (bottom, multi direction)

Extras Tool-free drive locking mechanisms, SofTouch� surface treatment, filtered intakes

Additional Information

Brand Bitfenix

SKU BFC-PHE-300-WWXKK-RP-HAE

Weight 20.0000

Color White

Chassis Form Factor Mini-Tower

Side Panel Window

Motherboard Support Mini ITX

Material Copper/Aluminum

PSU Wattage No PSU
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